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The present invention relates to the art of letter mail 
processing and is more particularly concerned with 
cancellation of postage stamps on such letter mail at 
high rates of speed. 
The tremendous volume of letter mail currently being 

transported, processed and delivered has far exceeded the 
capacity of post o?ices generally and particularly of 
large metropolitan post of?ces handling millions of-mail 
pieces per day. One particularly important problem has 
been the expeditious application of proper cancellation 
marks to the postage stamps a?ixed to such letter mail. 
A system for automatically applying such cancellation 

marks is disclosed and described in copending applica— 
tion Serial No. 686,529 for “Automatic Mail Cancelling 
Apparatus” ?led on September 26, 1957, in the names 
of R. F. Blake, S. l. Goodman and J. J. Rudigier and 
assigned to the same assignee as the present application. 

. This prior Blake et al. application discloses a system to 
which is'supplied a continuous stream of letter mail in 
single ?le. A sensing unit responds to the presence and 
position of a postage stamp on the letter envelope to 
create a signal pulse which is thereafter utilized to apply 
a cancellation mark to the same envelope and postage 
stamp at a subsequent point of its travel in response to 
such an electrical signal and without interruption of the 
flow of letter pieces, which may be at a high speed of the 
order of 150 inches per second with a flow rate of the 
order of 30,000 pieces per hour. 
The present invention is directed toward the speci?c 

apparatus for applying this cancellation mark, which is 
disclosed but not claimed in said Blake et al. application. 

It is accordingly a principal object of the present in 
vention to provide appartus useful in a completely auto 
matic mail cancelling system for applying a cancellation 
mark to a letter passing at uniform speed and without 
interruption of or affect on the ?ow of such letters. 

' It is another object of the present invention to provide 
improved apparatus for applying cancellation imprints to 
letters bearing postage stamps and travelling continuous 
ly at high rates of speed. 

Other objects and advantages of the present invention 
will become more clearly apparent from a consideration 
of the following description of a preferred form thereof 
taken in conjunction with the appended drawings, in 
which: 

Fig. 1 is a plan view of a part of a general system in 
corporating the present invention, including sensing units 
for determining the existence and location of postage 
stamps and cancelling units according to the present in-v 
vention; v v 

, Fig. 2 is a fragmentary elevation cross-sectional view 
of the apparatus of Fig. 1 taken along line 2—-2 thereof; 

Fig. 2A is a perspective view of a photocell hood as 
used in Fig. 2. - 

, Fig. 3 is a fragmentary elevation cross-sectional view 
of the apparatus of Fig. 2 taken along line 3-3 thereof; 
_ Fig. 4 is an enlarged plan view of a canceller apparatus 
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Fig. 5 is an elevation cross-sectional view of the appa~ 
ratus of Fig. 4 taken along line 5--5 thereof; 

Fig. 6 is a further elevation cross-sectional view of 
the apparatus of Fig. 4 taken along line 6-6 thereof; 

Fig. 7 is a further elevation cross-sectional view of 
the apparatus of Fig. 4 taken along line 7—7 thereof; 
and 

Fig. 8 is a fragmentary horizontal cross-sectional view 
of a canceller head taken along line 8-8 of Fig. 7. 

Figs. 1 to 8 show the structure of both the sensing 
and cancelling portions of the system. It is to be under-' 
stood that the sensing structure forms no part of the 
present invention, which is directed toward the cancelling 
apparaus illustrated in the drawings and described below. 
The input to the sensing unit is supplied between 

guides 21 of Fig. 1 in the form of a high constant speed 
flow of single mail pieces standing on edge with a pre- i 
determined minimum spacing between pieces. As de 
scribed in the above mentioned Blake et al. application, 
the orientation of the envelope is immaterial except that 
it should preferably pass through the apparatus with its 
long axis horizontal. In this condition each envelope 
passes two sensing units 81 and 82, the latter cooperat 
ing with the forward face of each letter and the former 
with the rearward face, as viewed from the bottom of the 
?gure. 
signals corresponding to stamp information appearing on 
each letter as it passes the sensing unit, as described in 
more detail in the said Blake et al. application. The 
two sensing units are the same and accordingly only unit 
81 need be described. For present purposes, the struc 
ture of the sensing units need not be described in vdetail, 
reference being vmade to the Blake et al. application 
therefor, and the functioning thereof being now described. 
A vacuum transport belt arrangement of the type de 

scribed and claimed in copending patent application 
Serial No. 696,393, for “Mail Handling Apparatus," ?led 
November 14, 1957, now US. Patent No. 2,905,309, in 
the name of C. G. Makrides (Case 2) and assigned to 
the same assignee as the present invention, forms a part 
of the sensing unit. As each letter enters unit 81 by 
way of guides 21, its leading edge is immediately 
attracted to the vacuum belt 87 and it is transported left 
ward by belt 87 at the same constant rate of speed which 
it had as it entered. Belt 87 is essentially a transporting 
device. Its function is to assure that each letter is carried 
past the sensing unit at a constant rate of speed deter 
mined solely by the belt 87 itself, eliminating any other 
in?uence such as inertia, acceleration or the like. For 
this purpose, as seen most clearly in Fig.2,belt 87 is 
supplied with a plurality of horizontal rows of closely 
spaced short slots 91 which successively register with 
corresponding rows of apertures or ports 9270f a manifold 
93 to which vacuum pressure is applied by a tube or 

‘pipe 94. Each beltv slot 91 is made long enough to‘ 
straddle or cover each successive pair of the manifold’ 
ports 92 so that at all times at least one manifold port 
92 will be in registry with a belt slot 91 along the work~ 
ing face of the unit 81. ’ 1 - 

Each sensing unit contains a photoelectric sensing as 
sembly, indicated at 95, having a light source exempli?ed 
by a pair of strip lights 96 which illuminate a very narrow 
area of the belt 87 along the entire width thereof. If 
desired a suitable slit formed in a battle interposed‘ be‘ 

- tween lights 96 and belt 87 may be used to delineate the 
A set of photocells 97 is‘ 

arranged in two interleaved stacks adjacent the light. 
In one illustrative example there might be; 

Each photocell 97' has 
a shield or hood “9,8 of tapered form terminating, ima; 

width of the illuminated area. 

sources 96. 
seven such photoelectric cells. 

Each of these sensing units produces electrical. 
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very narrow rectangular opening‘99, these openings being 
in vertical alignment closely adjacentthe belt 87 so as to 
permit the photocells 97 to respond to light from sources 
96 re?ected from respective-levels of thebelt, envelope 
or ‘stamp, as the case may be. ' .2 
As described -lin_the. Blake et al. application, seven 

photocell's 97- may be distributedialong the illustrative 
6 inch width‘ allotted to the letter pieces, and'the sensing 
unit 81 includes circuitry'coupled to the photocells 97 
which‘ provides signals indicative of the presence and 

' location of stamps on the rear face of letters, and belt 
87 then passes these letters‘ on to the second sensing unit 
82. Sensing unit 82 has a similar vacuum transport belt 
87 operating to accept and transport letters as they are 
released bythe vacuum belt 87 of sensing unit 81. The 
two belts are driven at the same speed so that each of'the 
letters is continuously transported at uniform speed by‘ 
the. two sensing units in succession. The sensing unit 
82 then provides similar signals .in response to, stamps 
on‘ the front face of the letters moving by. ' , 

After being sensed by the sensing units81 and 82, the 3 
letters are transported to the cancelling unit of the pres 
ent invention shown more particularly in Figs. 4‘ to 8. 
,The uniform stream of letters‘ leaving the sensing units, 
81 and 82 of. Fig. 1 is passed through the cancelling 
unit of Fig. 4, the arrow 201 indicating the entrance of 
this stream of letters. 
the same uniform speed through the cancellinglunit' by 
means of a plurality of pairs of rollers. The letters ?rst 
engage a pair of ‘rollers 2&2, 263. Roller 202 is con 
tinuously driven at a peripheralspeed equal to the letter 
speed; and ,fri'ct‘ionally drives roller 203 which is mounted 
on an arm 204 pivoted" to the table or frame at 206 and’ ‘ 
urged‘ by a spring 207 against roller 202, This resilient 
mounting'for roller 293 permits letters‘ of varying“thick-v 
nesses, such as up to ‘A inch illustratively, to pass by the’ 
rollers, 7202, 203, without loss of’ speed. Preferably 
rollers 202, 203 are located close to the last sensing unit 
82 so that‘ they grasp the leading edge of each envelope 
prior to the time that its trailing edge is relinquished 
by- the vacuum belt 87' of sensing unit 82. As the en 
velope passes through rollers 202, 203, it is grasped by a5 
second and similar pairof rollers 211,, 212 which are 
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separated from rollers 202,203 by no more than-the ' 
minimum length of the envelope'yso as again to assure 
positive transport of each letter through the system.. 
‘The letter is‘ transported in this way to slide along‘ the 

smooth surface of a plate 213 having a series of four‘ 
rectangular apertures 214 arranged transversely of the 
letter axes, as shown: in Fig. 5, through which one'ror 
more of the cancelling drums or heads 215’ may apply 
a cancellation to the letter as'it ?ies’by. Illustratively 
four separate cancelling drums. or heads 215' may be'» 
distributed across thewidth of the letter. As described 
in said Blake‘ et a1‘. application, these canceller heads‘ 
215' are actuated by different ones of‘ the seven‘ photo 
cells. A driven back-up drum or roller‘231'transports 
the letters past the heads 215. - > , 
The actuating mechanism for the canceller heads‘ 215 

is indicated more speci?cally in Figs. 4 to' 8. 
is continuously rotated at a constant- speed by suitable 
motor means. 
217, one of which is shown in Fig. 7, which‘continuousliy 

A- shaft-216. 
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Connected to the shaft-216 are four gearsl * 

rotate‘and- engage corresponding respective? gears;2-18 each. , ’ 
?xed to a respective one’ of the cancelling heads 215;‘ 
Each cancelling head. 215 is pivotally mounted, on an 
arm 220 formed by a pair of plates222, -223Is_uitably . 
held together as by struts‘ 224, and pivotally ‘mounted 
coaxially with shaft 216 as‘ by bearings 225. Accord- > 
ingly; arm 220 may pivot about‘ the‘ axis of shaft 216‘ 
without affecting the continuous rotation of'the' cancelling 
heads 2l5~whosegears 218- remain in» engagement with 
the. gears 217' at all times'ind‘ependently'of any such‘ 
pivoting; ‘ ' Y , >7 ‘ 

: Equally‘ spaced around the periphery/inf the'c'ancelling' 
head-215 are mounted asct of- printing wheel assemblies 

70 

- cated on the other side‘ of ‘plate 253. p I 

._ . . _ - _ .4 l . . 

271 (illustratively shown as three: in number). Each 
printing wheel assembly 271 is'mounted in a U-shaped 
bracket and its outer surface is maintained flush with the 
peripheral surface of cancelling head 215 so as to form 
effectively a continuation‘ thereof. The printing wheel 
assembly 271 includes six printing wheels, 272, 273, 274,‘ 
276, 277 and 278 all individually rotatably mounted and 
each. having characters‘ engraved around its periphery, 
thesesets of characters taken together, indicating the 
month, date and time of day, as indicated in Fig. 8. Ac~ 
co‘rdingly, as shown, a complete cancellation is repeated‘ 
three times around the periphery of cancelling‘ head 215. 
In addition, the head periphery between the sets of time 
and date printing wheels may carry ?xed engravings 
to imprint suitable legends ‘in addition to the date and 
time. It’will be understood that the printing wheels 271 
must be periodically reset to show changes in time as i 
may be required. This may be done manually; however 
a desirable arrangement for. automaticallyresetting these , 

' printing wheelsiat periodic intervals is described in a co-‘ 
pending application, Serial No. 700,861 ?led December 
5, 1957, in the names of Philip Pollak, Jr., and Edward 
James‘ Lopes. 

Each cancelling head'215 is normally maintained out 
of engagementwith its‘back-up drum 231 by‘ means of ‘ 
a spring 232 coupled to a rod 233 ‘engaging a pin 234V 
pivotally mounted in the arm 220. A second forked‘ 
rod 236,,also engages pin 234 from the opposite side there‘ 
of and is connected to the actuating arm 237 of a rotary 
solenoid 238. 
~ As viewed in Fig. 4, upon energization of a solenoid’ 
23S, its'arm 237 moves clockwise topull rod 236 to over 
come the tension of spring 232 and thereby rotate the 
cancelling head arm 220 in a clockwise direction about 
the axis of shaft 216‘,- thereby pressing the cancelling ‘ 
head 215 against back-up roller 231, in which position, 
it is shown in Fig. 4. A suitable‘ inking reservoir 241 is‘ 
provided having an‘ inking roller 242 which in the un 
energized position of each cancelling head 215 engages 
a‘ respective ink transfer roller 243 which is pivoted at 
244st) as to ink each cancelling head 215 while itis out 
of engagement with its back-up‘ roller 231, to assure that 
each. cancelling head 215 has a continuous supply of ink 

' for cancelling purposes. 
. It will be understood that, as’ shown in Figs.v 5' and 6, 
eachof the four cancelling heads 215 is provided with‘, 
a ‘similar independent actuating mechanism, the respec 
tive actuating solenoids 238 being located in‘ staggered 
fashion for conservation of space. A limit ‘switch. 246 
may be mounted ‘with a fe‘eler 247 in engagement with, 
they arm 220 of a respective‘ cancelling head 215 to PIQ‘ 
vide any electrical pulse upon each actuation‘ of‘. the can 
celli'ng head, which. can‘ then serve to actuate, aisuitable; 
counter circuit or mechanism for counting, the number < ‘ 
of letters cancelled. " ‘ . . . - 

After leaving the cancelling ‘station just described,,the 
letters are passed through a further pair of drive roll 
.ers 251, 252 similar to rollers 202, 203 andv thereby are 

1 passed by a subsequent plate 253 similar to‘ plate 213._ 
As vwill be observed,..the,letters passing ‘plate 213 have‘ 
'the'ir‘frear sides facing the cancellingJheads 215, while‘ 
the ‘letters pa'ssing. plate 253' have ‘their frontfa‘ces) 
facing ‘another set of similar cancelling heads»; v.The can- " 
celier head actuating mechanism just described is dupli 

‘ In this: way; ‘?rstyany stamp‘ on the'rca‘r 'fahe ‘of a 
letter'r'nay be cancelled at anfappropriate position‘ along 

‘ the width of the letterby an appropriate one or more 
of the ?rst set .of-"four .cancellers, ‘and thereafterthe let 
ter will be' passedthro‘ugh the subsequent cancellei- {unit 
which will do the same for the‘frontface. ‘The struc~ 

, ture'of the second half of the cancelling unitris'esseiritially 

is. 

tli?’mtilie as thatofthe first, half, merely operatingupon ‘ 
the oppositepface of the letter passing therethroug'h, 

Thewrespecive solenoids- 2381 are actuated ‘by signals‘ 
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from photocells 97 in thetmanner described in said Blake 
et al. application. In general, the ?rst set of photo 
cells 97 of -senser unit 81 will actuate the solenoids 238 
of the ?rst canceller unit, and similarly the second set 
of photocells of the second senser unit 82 will actuate 
only the second set of Solenoids. Thus, a letter having 
a stamp on its rear face will be cancelled by the ?rst set 
of canceller heads, while one with a stamp on the front 
face will be cancelled by the second set of canceller 
heads. 
The arrangement for driving the various rollers and 

shafts of the cancelling unit will be obvious from the 
foregoing explanation, it being understood that the vari 
ous driven rollers 202, 211, 231, and the four gears 218 
of the four cancelling heads 215 (and correspondingly 
in the second canceller unit) are all driven so as to have 
the same linear peripheral speed as the letter fed to the 
cancelling unit. Any desired drive arrangement can 
readily be devised by anyone skilled in thefart. 
The operation of the present system has already been 

described in said Blake et al. application. The electrical 
signal produced in response to the passage of a stamp 
in front of a particular photocell or photocells is prop 
erly timed by the system of the Blake application to en 
ergize the proper solenoid of the canceller unit at the 
proper instant to cause the appropriate canceller head to 
swing into operative position just at the instant that the 
same letter which created that signal has its stamp pass 
ing the position of the canceller head. Each canceller 
head is continuously rotating with a peripheral linear 
speed matching that of the letter, so that as it moves 
into engagement with the letter the cancellation imprint 
will be marked upon the letter with no relative move 
ment between the letter and canceller head so that 
smudging is avoided. 

It will be understood that the particular solenoid ar 
rangement shown for swinging the canceller heads into 
operative imprinting position is illustrative only, and that 
any suitable means for effecting this movement in re 
sponse to electrical signals may be used. 

Also, it will be understood that the present invention 
is not limited to use with the particular sensing unit or 
circuit described, since it can be used with any system 
providing a suitable electrical signal synchronized with 
the passage of a stamp-bearing envelope. 

Since many. apparently widely differing structures may 
be readily devised by those skilled in the art without de 
parting from the scope of the present invention, it is 
understood that the foregoing is illustrative only, the 
scope of the invention being defined solely by ‘the ap 
pended claims. 
What is claimed is: 
1. Apparatus for cancelling postage stamps on letters 

in a constant-velocity stream of single vertical pieces com 
prising means for transporting said letters at said con 
stant velocity, a plurality of canceller heads vertically 
disposed at different distances across the transverse di 
mension of said letters and each bearing a cancellation 
imprinter, a shaft extending vertically transversely of 
the path of said letters, a plurality of arms pivotally 
mounted coaxially with said shaft, means rotatably sup 
porting a canceller head on each of said arms and dis 
placed from the axis of said shaft, a respective gear co 
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axially secured to each of said cancelling heads, a ‘fur- ‘ 
ther set of gears secured to said shaft and respectively 
engaging said ?rst gears, means for continuously rotating 

65 

6 
said shaft to rotate said canceller heads continuously 
at a peripheral speed equal to the linear speed of said 
letters, spring means normally urging all said canceller 
heads away from said letter path and to a position spaced 
from said path and respective solenoids coupled to said 
arms for selectively displacing said heads pivotally about 
said shaft toward the path of said letters in response to 
electrical signals supplied to said solenoids, whereby upon 
energization of one of said solenoids in timed relation 
to the passage of a letter a corresponding cancelling head 
is rotated into said letter path to place a cancellation 
imprint on said letter. 

2. Apparatus for cancelling postage stamps on letters 
in a constant velocity stream of single vertical pieces com 
prising means for transporting said letters at said‘ con 

vstant velocity, a plurality of canceller heads vertically 
disposed at different distances across the transverse di 
mension of said letters and each bearing a cancellation 
imprinter, a vertical shaft extending transversely'of said 
letter path, a plurality of arms pivotally mounted co— 
axially with said shaft and each carrying a respective 
canceller head displaced from the axis of said shaft, a 
gear coaxially secured to each of said cancelling heads, 
a further set of gears mounted on said shaft and respec 
tively engaging said ?rst gears, means for continuously 
rotating said shaft for rotating said canceller heads con 
tinuously at a peripheral speed equal to the linear speed 
of said letters, means normally urging all said canceller 
heads away from the path of said letters and to avposi 
tion' spaced from said path, and means responsive to a 
signal representative of the occurrence and location of I 
a postage stamp on one of said letters for selectively dis 
placing a corresponding one of said heads pivotally about 
said shaft into the path of said letters in timed rela 
tion to the passage of said one letter, to place an im 
print on said letter without effect upon the speed of said 
letter. 

'3. Apparatus for cancelling postage stamps on letters 
in a constant-velocity stream of single vertical pieces 
comprising means for transporting said letters at said 
‘constant velocity, a plurality of canceller heads verti 
cally disposed at diiferent distances across the trans 
verse dimension of said letters and each bearing a can 
cellation imprinter, means for continuously rotating all 
said canceller heads at a peripheral speed equal to the 
linear speed of said letters, means normally urging all 
said canceller heads away from the path of said letters 
and to a position spaced from said path, and means re 
sponsive to a signal representative of the occurrence and 
position of a postage stamp on one of said letters for 
selectively displacing a corresponding one of said heads 
into- the path of said letters in timed relation to the pas 
sage of said one letter, to place an imprint on the postage 
stamp of said one letter. 
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